SPARK

Wireless Bluetooth® Stereo Speaker

Looks and sound that exceed expectations
With the JBL Spark you get the best in sound, with a fun and unique look that is as individual
as your taste in music. On the inside, Spark is a JBL stereo speaker system that delivers
the sound performance JBL is known for; and on the outside, Spark comes in a cool shape
unlike any speaker before it. With a megaphone body and wireless Bluetooth® technology,
Spark can play your favorite songs from your smart phone or tablet, and fill the room with
your music. Look for Spark in your favorite colors, and see how it matches the style of your
home and adds a splash of color and sound to any space. Hang it from the wall, or lay it on
any table or shelf - Spark can fit just about anywhere, giving you versatility with your music
system in a new and exciting way.

2 high-performance JBL drivers with a tuned
bass port help deliver its crisp, clean,
high-end and warm, rich bass response
Wireless Bluetooth® technology for quick
connection and music streaming
The ultimate blend of good sound and
exciting new looks

SPARK

Wireless Bluetooth® Stereo Speaker

Features

What’s in the box:

Spark’s cool design includes a translucent body, a sturdy metal grill, a fabric-finished cable and
a matching JBL power adapter. In other words, Spark fits anywhere and looks – and sounds –
like it belongs.

1 JBL Spark wireless speaker
1 stainless steel hanging hook
1 fabric cable with inline control
1 color-matching power adaptor
Quick-start guide

Bluetooth® connectivity

Product specifications:

Playful design

When it comes to overall compatibility, JBL Spark shows the way with instant wireless audio
playback from any Bluetooth®-enabled device including smartphones, tablets, computers and
media players.

Transducers: 2 x 1.5”(40mm)
Amplifier power: 2x7W

Great JBL sound
If it says JBL, its got to sound good. Spark’s dual drivers and tuned bass port deliver great
sound and surprising power. You’ll never guess it’s a speaker – until you hear all the details in
your favorite songs, the way JBL sound delivers.

Easy set up and configuration
JBL Spark looks amazing in any room - you’re free to hang it on a hook, in a corner of the
room, or lay it on any table or shelf. The connection to Wireless Bluetooth® is instant and that
means you can start playing music right away.
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Type: Wireless plug-and-play
stereo speaker.

Frequency response: 76Hz - 20KHz
Signal-to-noise ratio: 88dB at 7W
Dimensions (Dia x H): 180mm x 165mm
Bluetooth® transmitter frequency range:
2.402 – 2.480 GHz
Bluetooth® transmitter power: Max 4 dBm
Bluetooth® transmitter modulation:
GFSK π/4 DQPSK 8DPSK
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